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Abstract. Distant Supervision is a relation extraction approach that
allows automatic labeling of a dataset. However, this labeling introduces
noise in the labels (e.g., when two entities in a sentence are automat-
ically labeled with an invalid relation). Noise in labels makes difficult
the relation extraction task. This noise is precisely one of the main chal-
lenges of this task. Until now, the methods that incorporate a previous
noise reduction step do not evaluate the performance of this step. This
paper evaluates the noise reduction using a new representation obtained
with autoencoders. In addition, it was incoporated more information to
the input of the autoencoder proposed in the state-of-the-art to improve
the representation over which the noise is reduced. Also, three methods
were proposed to select the instances considered as real. As a result, it
was obtained the highest values of the area under the ROC curves using
the improved input combined with state-of-the-art anomaly detection
methods. Moreover, the three proposed selection methods significantly
improve the existing method in the literature.

Keywords: Noise Reduction · Distant Supervision · Adversarial Au-
toencoders · Data representation

1 Introduction

The goal of the Relation Extraction (RE) task is the extraction and classification
of the relations existing between two entities of interest in a sentence [24]. Several
approaches for solving this task have been proposed, which can be consulted in
[8,13,29,21,6].

One of these approaches is Distant Supervision (DS) [21]. DS allows the auto-
matic labeling of a dataset based on existing knowledge about a specific domain
[28]. This knowledge is generally stored in knowledge bases such as Freebase5.
5 https://developers.google.com/freebase/

https://developers.google.com/freebase/
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Fig. 1: In this example, two sentences with the same pair of entities are auto-
matically labeled with the same relation. Considering the founders relation, the
first one will be correctly labeled while the second will not [33].

The labeling is performed following the idea proposed in [21]. Mintz et al. ex-
pressed that “if two entities participate in a relation, any sentence that contains
those two entities might express that relation”. That is, given two entities in a
sentence, these entities are searched in the knowledge base. If there is a rela-
tion between these entities, the sentence is labeled with this relation. Otherwise,
it is labeled with “Not a relation” (NA) (see Figure 1). This idea is the most
commonly used in automatic labeling.

In [25], the idea proposed by Mintz et al. in [21] was relaxed because all
sentences with the same pair of entities do not necessarily express the relation.
Therefore, Reidel et al. concluded that “if two entities participate in a relation, at
least one sentence that mentions these two entities might express that relation”.
Despite this, it may happen that no sentence expresses the relation. This idea is
frequently used in the heuristics of methods for solving DS task.

Automatic labeling in DS introduces instances with noise in the labels due
to following the idea proposed by Mintz et al. in [21]. These noisy instances
are considered false positives. For example, in Figure 1, the second sentence is
considered as a false positive. This is because this sentence is labeled with the
relation founder and it does not actually express such relation. This noise is
precisely one of the problems of DS [28]. The late problem has been addressed
in two ways. The first one is the inclusion of a noise tolerance mechanism within
the proposed methods [21,25,33,16,12,31,32]. While the second one includes a
previous noise reduction step [30,26,7]. However, none of the previous work that
incorporates a previous noise reduction step evaluates the performance of that
step.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to evaluate the noise reduction on the
representations obtained with autoencoders (AE). This evaluation is performed
considering the area under the ROC curves (AUC). The ROC curves are ob-
tained as a result of applying state-of-the-art anomaly detection methods to the
obtained representations. For this purpose, a dataset was used for the RE task
because the noise can be controlled. In DS datasets, the noise introduced by
automatic labeling is not known a priori and cannot be controlled.
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In addition, it was proposed to add more information to the input of the
AE reported in [7] to improve the representation used in noise reduction. Fi-
nally, three methods were proposed to select instances used in the adversarial
autoencoders (AAE) to obtain the a priori known distribution.

2 Related Work

According to [28], DS can be divided, into three categories. However, these meth-
ods are not exclusive to each category. In this work, noise handling is used as
a division criterion. Based on this criterion, two groups are formed: noisy label
tolerant methods [25,33,16,12,31,32] and noisy label cleaning methods [30,26,7].
On the one hand, noisy label tolerant methods incorporate a mechanism to han-
dle noise within the method itself. For example, in the approach reported in
[21], features from several sentences were combined into an enriched vector that
was able to tolerate noise. Based on the idea proposed in [25], a multi-instance
learning approach was used in several neural networks [33,16,12,32]. The main
idea is to consider a bag of instances containing the same pair of entities. In
addition, some mechanisms have been added to these networks at the word level
[11], at the sentence level [16], at the entity level [12], at the intra-bag level [34]
and the intra-bag level and inter-bag level [32]. Finally, several papers included
information from knowledge bases such as entity type and relations alias [31]
and entity label, entity alias, entity description and the entity type [2].

On the other hand, noisy label cleaning methods incorporate a previous noise
reduction step. In [30], negative patterns were used to remove noisy labels. Ele-
ments such as the syntactic tree path between the two entities are considered if
it does not exceed 4 steps. Later, in [26], an algorithm calculates the semantic
similarity between text fragments is used to reduce noisy labels. The idea here is
to compute the semantic similarity that exists between the triplet stored in the
knowledge base representing the relation and the dependency phrase between
the two entities. Finally, in [7], architectures based on classical and adversarial
AE are used to obtain data representations that allow noise reduction. These
representations are obtained by training different AE for each relation. After the
noise reduction step, new datasets with less noise were obtained, which can be
used by classifiers and will obtain better performance/result. In the revised state-
of-the-art papers, the classifiers performance is evaluated using precision-recall
curves and precision at N elements obtained. Nevertheless, the performance of
the representations used in noise reduction was not evaluated. In [7], the input of
the AE and AAE is the vector of the complete sentence. This vector is calculated
with pretrained embeddings proposed in [4,1].

AAE is one of the most common AE to obtain representations using unsu-
pervised approaches. AAE uses an adversarial training procedure to force the
generated vectors to fit a known prior distribution [20]. The known prior distri-
bution is generated in [7] from randomly selected instances.
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3 Methodology

Anomaly detection, according to [22], “is referred to as the process of detecting
data instances that significantly deviate from the majority of data instances”. In
the following, we formally define this problem in the DS task.
Let:

– A set of sentences S = {si|i = 1 . . . |S|}.
– A set of entities E = {ez|z = 1 . . . |E|}.
– A set of relations R = {rj |j = 1 . . . J}. One of these relations is the NA

relation.
– A set of observations X = {xk|xk = (si, eh, et, rj) ∈ S × E × E ×R}.
– A subset of observations Xn ⊆ X where the relation rj is noisy (the relation

is not expressed).
– An encoder function to obtain data representation where V = {vi|vi ∈ Rn}

is the vector representation of each sentence si.

encoder :S → V
(si, vi)

(1)

– A noisy function that determines whether the sentence si is noisy or not
from its vi representation.

3.1 Dataset

One of the main datasets in DS task, New York Times 2010 (NYT2010)6 was
automatically labeled by Riedel et al. [25]. This labeling results in instances with
noise in the labels that are not known a priori. Because of this, noise cannot be
controlled during the experiments. An alternative to this problem is to use a
dataset of the RE task. SemEval-2010 Task 8 (semeval2010 ) [9] dataset was
released as part of Task 8 of the SemEval-2010 event [9]. It has 10 relations,
including “Other” which represents NA. Nine of these relations are represented
in a bidirectional way becoming 18 relations, which when adding NA are a
total of 19. In the training and test partitions there are 8000 and 2717 instances
respectively. We take as inlier all instances with a relation different from NA
(6590 instances in train partition and 2263 in test). Those belonging to NA are
taken as outliers or noisy (1410 instances in train partition and 454 in test).

3.2 Baseline of representation learning methods

In this section it is defined the baseline of representation learning methods. These
methods are the encoder function defined in the Equation 1.
Bag-of-words based methods In this approach it was used bag-of-words
(BoW) and bag-of-characters (BoC) methods to represent the texts using a vec-
tor. In both cases it was used unigrams and bigrams. These functions were named
6 avalaible in http://iesl.cs.umass.edu/riedel/ecml/

http://iesl.cs.umass.edu/riedel/ecml/
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f_bow_1 and f_boc_1 for unigrams. For the case of bigrams, the functions were
named as f_bow_2 and f_boc_2. Finally, the union of unigrams and bigrams
were named f_bow_12 and f_boc_12. For the comparisson, it were selected the
10 000 most frequent terms.
TF-IDF based methods The frequency-based methods (TF-IDF) of words
and characters was used for representing texts as a vector. It was calculated the
TF-IDF representation for unigrams and bigrams. These functions were named
as f_tfidf_1 and f_tfidf_char_1 for unigrams. For the case of bigrams, they
were named as f_tfidf_2 and f_tfidf_char_2. Finally, the union of unigrams
and bigrams was named as f_tfidf_12 and f_tfidf_char_12. As with BoW and
BoC, it were selected the 10 000 most frequent terms.
Pretrained embeddings based methods Pretrained embeddings were used
to obtain a vector from all text. The pretrained embeddings used in this work
were RoBERTa [18], DAN [4], TRANSF [4] and LASER [1]. These functions
were named as f_roberta, f_dan, f_transf and f_laser respectively.

3.3 Unsupervised representation learning methods

Inputs used in unsupervised methods For the input of these methods,
one input representation is used and another is proposed. Both inputs use the
functions f_dan, f_transf, f_laser and f_roberta as pretrained embeddings. The
inputs f_dan, f_transf and f_laser are used in [7], while f_roberta is included
in this work. The inputs are:

– original input: This input was proposed in [7]. It consists of the vector ob-
tained with pretrained embeddings from all the text.

– improved input: This input is proposed in this research. The improved input
consists of a concatenation of the vectors obtained from the entities, the text
between the two entities including them, and the full text. As in the original
input, these vectors are obtained with pretrained embeddings.

Autoencoder based methods The use of AE was proposed to obtain unsu-
pervised text representations (see Figure 2(a)). This method is based on [7]. The
architecture is composed of two dense layers in the encoder and the decoder, with
768 dense units and a ReLu-like activation function. These AE-based functions
were named f_ae_roberta, f_ae_dan, f_ae_transf and f_ae_laser according
to the function with which the input vectors are obtained.
Adversarial Autoencoders based methods AAE, as AE, was used to obtain
unsupervised text representations (see Figure 2(b)). It was proposed as encoder
AAE under the assumption that if an observation (si, r) is noisy, then the ob-
servation will not fit the distribution of the rest of the observations, and it will
remain far away. As in the AE, this paper is based on the architecture proposed
in [7]. The AAE’s input is composed of two elements: the instance representa-
tions and data distribution. On the one hand, the instance representations are
the vectors obtained from the Xtrain partition with original or improved input.
On the other hand, data distribution is an essential element of the AAE. This
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distribution is obtained from instances considered as real. They are represented
by vectors obtained using an AE with the same architecture as the AAE en-
coder. The real instances are essential because the latent space z of instance
representations is tried to fit the distribution obtained from them. These AE-
based functions were named as f_aae_roberta, f_aae_dan, f_aae_transf and
f_aae_laser according to the function with which the input vectors are obtained.

(a) AE with dense layers and improved input

(b) AAE with dense layers and improved input

Fig. 2: Architectures with dense layers and improved input.

In [7], the authors randomly selected one-third of the total of instances as
real. In this work, three methods are proposed to select these instances.

– Random: It consists of selects randomly the 30% of the total number of
instances as real. This method was proposed in [7].

– Gaussian: This method generates random instances fitted to the Gaussian
distribution as real.
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– k-Means clustering algorithm [19]: This algorithm was trained on the com-
plete train partition to create 2 clusters. Then, those that belong to the
cluster with the largest number of instances were selected as real instances.
This decision is given because the number of noisy instances is generally a
small percent of the total number of instances. The representation V used
to train this algorithm was the functions f_roberta, f_dan, f_transf and
f_laser output.

– DBScan [5]: This algorithm constructs the groups based on the density of the
points. It only requires defining the number of points (min_pts) to consider
a region as dense and the distance (eps) to consider the neighborhood of a
point. The points considered real (real instances) are the cores of each built
group. In this work, we try to get the number of core points between 10 and
50 of the total number of points.

3.4 Anomaly detection methods

Anomaly detection methods can be grouped into proximity-based, linear model,
ensembles and neural networks among other categories [22]. The functions noisy
of the proximity-based group used were Local Outlier Factor (lof ) [3], k Nearest
Neighbors (knn) [22] and Subspace Outlier Detection (sod) [15]. In addition,
in the linear model group are Principal Component Analysis Outlier Detector
(pca_od) [27]. Also, Variational Autoencoder Outlier Detector (vae_od) [14]
belong to the neural networks group. Finally, Isolation Forest (iforest) [17] and
Lightweight On-line Detector of Anomalies (loda) [23] are in group ensembles.

3.5 Experimental design

First experiment To determine the best < encoder, noisy > pair for each
group of representation learning methods, it were performed 5 iterations. The
10 best encoder functions with their associated noisy functions were chosen from
these results. Then, the performance of these functions was evaluated based on
20 replications of each of these pairs < encoder, noisy >. The number of repli-
cations (sample size) was determined using ANOVA One Way test for a desired
significance level of 0.05, statistical power of β = 0.95 and assuming an effect
size of F distribution = 0.4. From the results of the replications, the ANOVA
One Way test is applied to know if there are significant differences between
the results achieved by the pairs. Finally, if there were significant differences,
pairwise comparisons were made to observe which pair showed differences. The
two-by-two comparisons were made with t-test and Holm Correction [10]. The
significance threshold was set at α = 5%. Figure 3 summarizes the above exper-
imental design.
Second experiment In addition, it was analyzed the performance of the original
input proposed in [7] with respect to the improved input proposed in this work.
To analyze the performance, the 10 best < encoder, noisy > pairs were consid-
ered, and run 5 replications with each input. Then, it was analyzed if there were
variations in the ranking for each replication with Friedman test.
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Fig. 3: Methodology followed in the current experiment.

Third experiment Finally, the performance of the four methods was evalu-
ated to select the instances considered as real in the AAE. To do so, all results
with the same method were pooled to select without considering the pretrained
embeddings with which the input vectors are obtained. The noisy functions are
also not taken into account.

4 Experiments and evaluation

First experiment The first 10 < encoder, noisy > pairs with highest AUC
after 5 iterations in the semeval2010 dataset were selected. Table 1 summa-
rizes the AUC of this 10 best < encoder, noisy > pairs after 20 iterations in
the semeval2010. Significant differences were found between all pairs (ANOVA:
F (9, 190) = 24.34, p < 2e−16). In the case of pairwise comparisons with t-test,
the pair < f_ae_transf, knn > presents significant differences with the rest, ex-
cept with < f_ae_roberta, lof > and < f_ae_dan, knn >.

The obtained results indicate that architectures based on AE and AAE com-
bined with anomaly detection methods obtain the highest AUC. Eigth of the 10
best pairs have an encoder functions based on AE and AAE. Only the functions
f_tfidf_12 and f_dan are not based on these architectures. Among these first
pairs, architectures f_ae_transf and f_ae_dan stand out, appearing twice each
with different anomaly detection methods. Also, the architecture f_aae_roberta
with the instance selection methods gaussian, kmeans and random are present.
This suggests that the AAE is able to adjust the latent space z independently
of the instances considered as real. Among the anomaly detection methods, lof
appears the half of the time.
Second experiment Table 2 summarizes the AUC with the improved input and
original input in the semeval2010 dataset. The encoder functions f_tfidf_12 and
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Table 1: AUC of the 10 best < encoder, noisy > pairs using the semeval2010
dataset after 20 iterations.

encoder noisy AUC
f_ae_transf knn 0.580± 0.007
f_ae_roberta lof 0.576± 0.005
f_ae_dan knn 0.573± 0.011
f_aae_roberta (gaussian) lof 0.561± 0.021
f_ae_transf sod 0.555± 0.012
f_ae_dan sod 0.554± 0.014
f_tfidf_12 lof 0.552± 0.000
f_aae_roberta (kmeans) lof 0.551± 0.009
f_aae_roberta (random) lof 0.549± 0.011
f_dan knn 0.548± 0.000

f_dan do not depend on the previous inputs. However, it was decided to keep
them in the analysis as baseline since their results should not vary considerably.
In this way, it can be observed how the other functions behave with respect
to these 2 functions. All methods increased their AUC with the improved input
relative to their performance with the original input. Further, and more critically
here, the order of the methods in terms of their performance varied significantly
(Friedman: χ2(2) = 108.37, p < 2.2e−16). This confirms that the addition of the
elements to the input of the AE and AAE, proposed in this work, increased the
AUC concerning the input used in [7].

Table 2: AUC of the ROC curves after 5 replications with improved input and
original input.

improved input original input
encoder noisy AUC encoder noisy AUC
f_ae_transf knn 0.581± 0.009 f_tfidf_12 lof 0.552± 0.000
f_ae_roberta lof 0.577± 0.006 f_dan knn 0.548± 0.000
f_aae_roberta (kmeans) lof 0.560± 0.013 f_ae_transf sod 0.544± 0.011
f_ae_dan knn 0.559± 0.003 f_ae_dan knn 0.542± 0.007
f_aae_roberta (random) lof 0.555± 0.014 f_ae_transf knn 0.541± 0.007
f_tfidf_12 lof 0.552± 0.000 f_ae_dan sod 0.532± 0.015
f_aae_roberta (gaussian) lof 0.552± 0.042 f_aae_roberta (kmeans) lof 0.529± 0.013
f_ae_dan sod 0.551± 0.007 f_ae_roberta lof 0.524± 0.002
f_dan knn 0.548± 0.000 f_aae_roberta (random) lof 0.522± 0.005
f_ae_transf sod 0.547± 0.016 f_aae_roberta (gaussian) lof 0.515± 0.006

Third experiment Table 3 shows the AUC values of the AAE architecture
considering the 4 methods to select the instances considered as real. It was found
significant differences between all ways to select (ANOVA: F (3, 556) = 7.52, p <
6.12e−05). In the case of pairwise comparisons with t-test, all methods have
significant differences with the random method. The obtained results indicate
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that the three methods for selecting real instances proposed in this paper improve
the random selection method reported in [7].

Table 3: Performance of the methods to select the instances considered as real
after 5 iterations.

AAE with method to select AUC
aae_gaussian 0.510± 0.023
aae_dbscan 0.506± 0.023
aae_kmeans 0.506± 0.027
aae_random 0.496± 0.032

5 Conclusions

In this paper it was evaluated the noise reduction performance of several methods
to obtain unsupervised text representations. The best representation for noise
reduction are obtained with the AE and AAE architectures using the improved
input proposed in this work. The input consists of a concatenation of the entity
vectors, the text between the two entities including them and the full text.
Moreover, using the improved input results in higher AUC values compared to
using the original input. The obtained results confirm the importance of adding
more information as input to the AE and AAE.

The obtained results demonstrate that the three methods to select the in-
stances considered as real that are proposed in this work improve significantly
the AUC of the random selection method. However, no significant differences
were found between the three methods. Because of this, it is considered that the
gaussian method may be a good choice considering its low computational cost
compared to the other two.

As future work, the next step is proposing an approach that improves the
representations by adding more input information. Also it is worth to investigate
how to combine the input information. Finally, use of other types of layers such
as long short-term memory (LSTM) will be evaluated.
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